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Abstract—Hardware-based vulnerabilities are becoming a serious threat in the Integrated Circuit (IC) industry. Current System-on-Chip (SoC) designs are comprised of many Intellectual Property (IP) blocks coming from third-party vendors. These can maliciously insert additional hardware, commonly known as Hardware Trojans, aiming at degrading performance, altering functionality or even leaking secret information. According to their activation mechanism, Hardware Trojans are classified as triggered or always-on. While the detection approaches for the first class are widely explored even during the early stages of the IC design flow, the detection of always-on type mainly relies on side channel analyses, carried out after fabrication. This work presents a methodology oriented to detect always-on Hardware Trojans during the pre-silicon design stage. The proposed approach is able to detect suspicious intrusions by exploiting a signature mechanism developed during the RTL verification phase. The activity of carefully selected signals is spied to record and keep the state of the core. Finally, the efficacy of the technique has been validated on an open-source IP core with three different always-on Trojans.

Index Terms—Hardware Trojans, Pre-Silicon Verification, Security.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the recent years, the security assessment of commercial computing platform has become a serious concern. With the growing complexity of modern System-on-Chips (SoCs) as well as the involvement of many entities in their development flow, it is hard to control the potential threat posed by hardware-based attacks. Hardware Trojans (HTs) are malicious and intentional modifications of the device, whose aim is to alter the desired circuit behavior. Infected devices may experience changes in functionality or specification, may degrade their performance or even leak secret information [1]. Moreover, they can lower the device reliability by changing physical parameters.

In the research community, a great effort has been spent on classifying Hardware Trojans according to factors such as their insertion phase, the activation mechanisms, the location and the effects entailed by their intrusion. The authors in [2] [3] provide a broad description of HTs as well as a wide category of benchmarks. Depending on their activation mechanism, they are ranked as triggered or always-on. The former are activated under certain rare internal or external conditions, while the latter as soon as their host designs are powered-on. Both of them are silent and accurately hidden into the design to avoid all the pre and post-silicon verification, validation and testing mechanisms. However, their effect could seriously compromise the correct functionality of the target device and therefore it is of a paramount importance to develop accurate strategies for their detection.

Regarding the state-of-the-art Hardware Trojans detection techniques, much of research focuses on discovering the first class of Trojans: the triggered-type [4] [5] [6]. Most of these works try to trigger malicious logic by exploiting formal methods such as theorem proving and equivalence checking. Clearly, both the effort and the time required for implementing formal techniques grow as the complexity of the target device increases.

Concerning always-on Hardware Trojans, existing techniques mainly rely on side-channel analyses. A design hosting an always-on Trojan does not change its functionalities, producing apparently the correct outputs. Therefore, it is hard to detect them without observing side-channel parameters. Indeed, an infected design evidences a change of physical characteristics, in the form of power, delay or current. Techniques addressing this class of Trojans, [7] - [8] - [9], usually depend on a Trojan free golden reference model that is not always available. The second main drawback is that side-channel analyses are carried out after fabrication. A pre-silicon verification and validation methodology is suggested in [10], but from a formal perspective. They demonstrate the use of theorem proving methods for providing high-level protection of IP cores as well as the use of symbolic algebra in equivalence checking.

The main intent of this work is to provide a methodology to detect always-on Hardware Trojans in the early stages of the design development process of pipelined processor cores, i.e., the pre-silicon phase, without recurring to formal techniques. The methodology relies on a fingerprint mechanism implemented during the verification phase to secure either the program execution and the processor behaviour. Moreover, it provides a careful analysis on the most important processor signals involved in the process. Experimental results show that, the proposed approach is suited for detecting performance-degrading Trojans before the fabrication phase.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a brief description of similar work. Section III first gives an overview of the typical SoC development flow and
then describes the considered threat model. The proposed approach is presented in Section IV. Section V details the case study and shows the experimental results. The overall methodology is completely delineated and validated in this section through three always-on Hardware Trojans. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper with final remarks and future works.

II. RELATED WORK

In [11], a behaviour-based protection scheme is proposed to secure program execution by introducing a validation mechanism over the control flow of the instructions. The mechanism aims at extracting the normal program’s behavior by means of a signature process in order to check at run-time the execution paths. The paper proposed an enhancement of the Branch Target Buffer (BTB) entries to secure the program execution. In [12], the authors describe an encryption key mechanism based on measurable properties, named ICmetrics, of a given hardware device. Such characteristics may take the form of internal signal distributions or values derived from the highly changing signals. However, in this paper, the security is faced in one direction, i.e., to incorporate features that are independent and highly multi-modal.

Finally, concerning the detection timing, a structured approach to perform security validation at each stage of the product lifecycle is proposed in [13] [14]. The security vulnerabilities related to a stage are identified and fixed before moving to the next one. This approach is based on formal techniques for verifying hardware security during all the development phase of the device, hereinafter named Security Development Lifecycle (SDL). However, it is well known that the main drawback when dealing with formal approaches is their increasingly complexity.

III. THREAT MODEL

When analysing Hardware Trojans and developing new techniques for their detection, it is necessary to first analyse the attack model and study all the possible scenarios. A clear view on how and when potential attackers could implant malicious hardware in a SoC design is essential to develop a trustworthy and strong methodology. Before outlining our threat model, a brief overview of the SoC development flow is provided. In [1], the authors identify three main phases in the flow:

- **IPs Development**: During the design specification phase, to fulfill the System-on-Chip requirements, a list of IPs is established. In order to comply with the compelling time-to-market and lower research and development (R&D) costs, some of them are built in-house, others bought from third-party IP vendors (3PIPs). In this second case, they could be provided in three forms: soft if only the HDL description at RTL is provided; firm whether IPs are delivered in a gate-level implementation; hard in case IPs are delivered as Graphic Database System (GDSII) representation of a fully placed and routed design.

- **SoC Integration**: The first assignment of a SoC Integrator is to integrate all the soft IPs and to generate the RTL specification of the whole SoC. It carefully traces all the necessary steps coming from the whole RTL System-on-Chip design up to the final SoC layout in GDSII format. First of all, to find design bugs, the RTL is exhaustively verified and tested. Once this step is completed, the SoC integrator synthesizes the RTL description on a target technology library by exploiting external EDA tools. Alternatively, she/he can buy firm IPs and directly integrate them into the netlist. The next step is the integration of Design-For-Testability (DFT), Debug and Built-In Self-Test (BIST) structures; they are typically entrusted to third-party specialized vendors. Finally, the gate netlist is translated in a physical layout in a GDSII format, which is sent to the foundry for the IC fabrication.

- **Foundry**: The fabrication process is the more expensive step of the SoCs development flow, therefore, their fabrication is usually granted to external foundries.

As underlined in [1], the reason behind the outsourcing lies in the extremely high costs for maintaining such a long supply chain from design specification to packaging. Clearly, the adoption of third-party IPs, EDA tools [15] or foundries poses serious security concerns. According to the threat model, each of these three phases could be considered either trusted or untrusted. A brief summary is shown in Figure 1.

![Fig. 1. Modern System-on-Chip supply chain.](image)
IV. Proposed Approach

The proposed technique focuses on the detection of always-on Hardware Trojans (HTs) maliciously inserted into the RTL design, i.e., those starting as soon as their host designs are powered on [3]. The methodology has been developed to defeat the integrity of an Intellectual Property (IP) based Central Processing Unit (CPU). It is assumed that, to escape detection during the pre and post-silicon validation phase, these always-on Hardware Trojans are silent and do not modify the output of the computations. Changes mostly come in the form of power, current or delay and, many times, the difference due to the presence of HTs could be negligible and therefore undetectable. The proposed methodology differentiates from the side-channel analyses for always-on Trojan detection since it applies in the pre-silicon phases of the supply chain.

The idea is to conceptually take a picture of the CPU before supplying it to the third-party vendors of the SoC development chain, i.e., the untrusted entities of the process. This picture holds essential information of the HT-free CPU performances. Basically, the activity of mindfully selected signals is registered during the execution of a set of secure programs. These signals are selected and picked up from the CPU Data-path and from the CPU Control Unit. Depending on the architecture of the processor, they are carefully selected among those carrying on more advantageous information. Section V provides a detailed analysis of this choice. A secure program is an ordinary verification program featuring a high code coverage. For sake of robustness, more than one program goes through this process. These programs have no other special requirements, except that they differ as much as possible, targeting different units.

Once the target programs are selected, the procedure is straightforward and consists on the following. A secure program is executed in simulation as a normal verification program. Meanwhile, the activity of the previously selected signals is recorded by means of a secure monitor lying in the Testbench. The goal of this module is to write at each clock cycles the signals’ values in a text file.

At the end of the simulation, this file undergoes a fingerprint process to compute a message digest for that secure program. Clearly, these steps are repeated for each and every secure program. For a better understanding, the fingerprint process consists on a message digest algorithm which, starting from a file, produces a fixed-length signature for that file. If the file changes, then the message digest changes [16]. A digest message algorithm relies on Cryptographic Hash Functions to map bitstrings of arbitrary finite length into strings of fixed length [17]. These are widely adopted in applications such as digital fingerprinting of messages, message authentication, and key derivation to guarantee the integrity of the data. The spread of such technique is justified if considering the several advantages of a Cryptographic Hash Function:

- The process is deterministic, i.e, the same message is always translated in the same hash value.
- It is a one-way function: impossible to invert. Only a brute-force approach could succeed in reversing the message and deriving the unencrypted data.
- The hash value is fast and simple to obtain starting from any kind of input data.

Among all the possible cryptographic algorithms, SHA-256 has been selected. It is noteworthy that SHA-256 is widely used in security for the property of being collision resistant: indeed, if compared to other two existing cryptographic algorithms such as MD5 and SHA1, it has not been broken yet. Moreover, it is very fast to compute and the length of the message digest is acceptable for the target system.

In case of malicious intrusions, the proposed approach, highlighted in Figure 2, is able to recognize the presence of always-on Hardware Trojans. So what happens is that, an IP designer (the trusted entity of our threat model) gets back
the design from external teams, e.g., DFT engineers, then, he executes the secure programs and checks the corresponding digest messages. If the values are different, there is a high risk of Trojans insertion. It is necessary to underline that DFT elements could be introduced either at RTL or Gate Level, i.e., respectively JTAG blocks or Scan Chains. Unless signals name changes, the behaviour of the IP must be the same. For sake of clarity, depending whether the IP team provides an RTL description or a gate level one, the HT-free digest message is computed on the RTL or gate respectively.

V. Case Study and Experimental Results

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, an open-source RISC processor core has been selected. It is an OpenRISC 1000 compliant processor IP core, named morlkx. It is a 32/64-bit load and store RISC architecture. Written in Verilog Hardware Description Language (HDL), it provides an elevated level of flexibility in terms of implementations trade-offs such as area and performance. Being highly configurable, it allows you to customize the core to your exact needs. Thus, the IP core can be configured in three available implementations: Cappuccino, Espresso, Pronto Espresso. In the considered experiments, the IP core is configured with the Cappuccino setup. Indeed, the CPU handles a 6 stage pipeline with a delay slot on jump and branch instructions. Caches and MMUs are optional but powered-on in our experiments. The secure programs are 10 different high-coverage assembly programs targeting distinct hardware units. For the attacker point of view, the choice of the programs must be unpredictable. Finally, the secure monitor is a SystemVerilog task inside the Testbench. Its role is to dump, at each clock cycle, selected signals’ values on a file.

A. Always-on Hardware Trojans

To validate the methodology, three always-on Hardware Trojans have been designed, albeit a common practice to use existing benchmarks [3] - [2] avoiding in-house Trojans. The reason behind this choice lies in the fact that only eleven always-on Trojans are available on Trust-Hub Trojan Benchmarks [2] and none of these is applied to a pipelined processor cores. From this arises the need of conceive and apply custom Benchmarks. In particular, the devised Hardware Trojans may allow a possible attacker to obtain information from the normal operation process thanks to the unexpected behavior of the processor core. In the following, the three HTs are described, highlighting also the introduced weakness.

Hwtr1: The considered Trojan is a silent code modification lying in the Branch Prediction Unit (BPU). In the target design, the BPU is a Static Branch Predictor, therefore, all backward branches are treated as taken while all forward as not taken. A single line of the Static BPU has been maliciously modified so that all the branches are predicted as not taken. This incorrect behaviour clearly does not alter the functionality of the processor itself while degrading performances; additionally, the erroneous access to memory instructions that should not be fetched modifies the bus behavior providing extra information to the external world. Without resorting to a side-channel analysis based on a timing approach, this behaviour would never be discovered before the fabrication.

Hwtr2: This second Trojan does not sit on a special unit. It origins from the decoding phase and changes a condition flag wiring the execute phase with the control unit. Specifically, each time a nop operation is decoded, the Overflow Flag is unset. As in the previous case, the functional behavior of the processor is not altered, i.e., the output of the computation is correct while provoking issues in the control unit as well as falsifying the content of the Special Purpose Registers. In this particular case, a branch could be wrongly taken thanks to this HT making to execute a wrong piece of code.

Hwtr3: The Trojan is hidden inside the Data Cache. It is implemented through a simple counter which invalidates the content of the cache every 100 clock cycles. It is a silent hardware modification whose aim is to slow down the execution time of a program and downgrade the related performances. As in the previous cases, this HT makes the system bus to transfer information that may not be there, allowing some external attacker to obtain additional information about sensible programs.

B. Signals selection

The proposed technique relies on the choice of specific signals to compute a fingerprint message. Which signals to select is the spotlight of this subsection. For this purpose, seven different experiments have been performed to fulfill the goal with the least number of signals; Table II presents a detailed description.

As one of the purposes of the pre-silicon verification is to detect Trojans, one could think that the amount of dumped signals is not a limiting factor. This is partially true. As the complexity of modern processor core increases, checking and dumping all the signals becomes costly and impractical, requiring a considerable effort even from the verification point of view. Moreover, supposing that the proposed technique is to be extended to an on-line Trojan detection mechanism by moving the fingerprint computation on the physical device, it becomes even more critical issue. Dumping and elaborating all the signals to produce a digest message with a hardware module could be unfeasible. The goal of this work is two-fold: not only proposes a strategy for Hardware Trojans detection, but also suggests an analysis of those signals that aid that detection process. This is valuable when considering possible post-silicon hardware strategies. Therefore, all the experiments have been performed by reducing the amount of signals step by step.

The secure programs, i.e., the Verification Test Suite, are represented in Table III and constitute the reference model for those in charge of defending the designs from external attackers. To validate the approach, a golden execution of the entire verification suite was implemented in order to determine the programs’ digest messages when no Trojans are maliciously introduced. When the third-party vendors return the design to the trusted entity (e.g., the DFT engineers to
the CPU developer in our threat model), the latter only needs to rerun the secure programs and check the integrity of their digest messages. If even one of these differs, the target design is in all likelihood affected by an external intrusion.

A first experiment was implemented by selecting all the input-output signals of the modules, up to the second level of the hierarchy (Scenario A - 27 blocks). Due to the significant number of observed signals, i.e., 1831, as expected, all the Trojans have been detected. Indeed, a difference was observed between the digest messages produced in the HT-free CPU and in the one infected by the Trojan. Consequently, instead of recursively selecting all the modules up to the second level, only the first in the hierarchy was chosen. In this second experiment (Scenario B), from 1831 only 612 signals have been dumped. Also in this case, a discrepancy in the digest messages was observed leading to a complete detection.

The same reasoning applies to the third Scenario (C) where only the input-output signals of the CPU top entity are considered. All the Trojans are discovered. Then, to reduce additionally the signal number, a random approach was attempted. The last two experiments (Scenario D and Scenario E) were carried out with a different selection criteria; instead of recording signals belonging to the target unit, a subset is randomly selected among all the units of the design, i.e., the 10 in the first hierarchy level. In the first Scenario, only two Hardware Trojans were detected with 30 random signals. Finally, by halving randomly the number of signals (Scenario E), all Trojans remained undetected.

The last column of the Table II represents the proposed methodology. It differs from the random approach, focusing on a custom and rational signals selection. This process aims at emphasizing the intrinsic power of target signals in detecting unexpected alteration of the processors normal behavior. As suggested in [12], the features of a hardware device are extracted either from the highly changing signals or those acting as a backbone of the system.

The proposed approach relies on 8 signals, hereinafter named spy-signals, carefully selected for their interesting properties. Their advantages are listed below:

1) Processor Program Counter (PC): Since the instructions are unequivocally described by their Program Counters, they offer a convenient way of recording the program context. In [18], the authors present a system of program identification with the use of the Program Counter (PC) as an Integrated Circuit (IC) metric capable of uniquely identifying the systems behaviour. Specifically, they interpret the raw PC values in a form that can uniquely recognize any particular program or application for security purposes. The PC represents the real cornerstone of a processor core. In a slightly different context, the PC is utilized to implement a predictor for dynamic power management [19]. At each clock cycle it gives information regarding the exact execution of the program. Therefore, it represents the best selection choice.

2) Output of the EX Stage: The Execute stage (EX) represents the heart of the Datapath since it encloses all the processor computation. Examples of these are:
   - Effective Address computation for load and store;
   - Effective Address computation for branches.
   - Arithmetic Operations (additions, subtractions, multiplications and divisions);
   - Logic Operations (shifts, rotates);

Commonly, between these different execution units and the pipeline registers, there is a multiplexer that collects the results. The output of this multiplexer, i.e., The Output of EX stage, is normally a 32-bit signal (or 64 in 64-bit architectures). Additionally, this signal carries all the execution flow of the program, providing useful details. Therefore, it is a suitable candidate for being added to the list of target spy-signals.

3) Clk: The clock signal synchronizes the activities of the entire processor core. It precisely marks the time of the programs execution. For this reason it is appropriate for detecting performance-degrading Trojans.

4) Supervision Register: The Supervision Register (SR) is a special-purpose supervisor-level register accessible with special instructions in supervisor mode only. By defining the status of the processor, it brings important informa-
tion. The ones more relevant for the purpose of this work are:
- SR[IEE]: Interrupt Exception Enabled
- SR[DCE]: Data Cache Enabled
- SR[ICE]: Instruction Cache Enabled
- SR[DME]: Data Memory Management Unit (MMU) Enable
- SR[IME]: Instruction MMU Enable
- SR[F]: Conditional branch flag
- SR[CY]: Carry flag
- SR[OV]: Overflow flag

5) Instruction Register: It tracks all the instructions entering the pipeline. Lying in between the Fetch and the Decode stage, it prevents attackers to insert additional instructions for being decoded but not executed.

6) Cache Hit-Miss Signal: This signal controls the behaviour of this speculative unit. An attacker could force a cache miss to load a given sequence of dangerous instructions. They could enter the pipeline as a consequence of a branch misprediction, with the intent of changing the processor functionalities, degrading performances or leaking secret information.

7) BPU Hit-Miss Signal: The same reasoning of the previous point applies to Branch Prediction Unit (BPU). The miss or hit signal helps tracking all the processor branches and their respective prediction.

8) Register File Input Signal: In a pipelined processor core, the last pipeline stage usually consists of writing into the register file to update it with the content of a destination register. Spying this signal means checking that all the instructions have passed correctly through all the stages of the pipeline.

VI. CONCLUSION

In recent years, a growing attention has been given to potential threat raised by hardware-based attacks. The risk of Hardware Trojans intrusion increases as the modern System-on-Chips complexity increases. Moreover, due to the high costs of in-house Intellectual Property (IP) block development and fabrication, SoCs commonly make use of IP blocks gathered from third-party vendors. Therefore, as a direct consequence, even more entities have become more involved in all phases of the SoC supply chain, posing serious security concerns. In this paper, a detection technique for always-on Hardware Trojans is presented. The goal of the methodology is to discover malicious hardware intrusions by exploiting a verification-based technique relying on a fingerprint process. To keep track of the processor behavior, security checks are performed already from the Pre-Silicon stages, each time a trusted design is provided to external entities of the SoC supply chain. The fingerprint process counts on a careful selection of signals, those carrying more useful information. The experimental results demonstrate the validity of the proposed approach, albeit exploiting a limited amount of in-house Hardware Trojans. Moreover, the approach is easy to integrate in any SoC development flow since it is only needed to extend the Testbench module with the Security Module.

Future work aims at extending the methodology to triggered-type HTs too. Moreover, new benchmarks will be conceived and validated.
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